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IN THE JUDICIAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO THE EVENTS AT THE 
MARIKANA MINE IN RUSTENBURG, NORTH-WEST PROVINCE, SOUTH AFRICA 

DURING AUGUST 2012 
 
 
 
 
 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF  DIRK  CORNELIUS  BOTES 
 

 

INTRODUCTION 

1. I am presently employed as a Security Risk Manager in the Internal Security 

Division at Western Platinum Mine. 

2. I report to the Head of Transactional Services at Lonmin, Joshua Fokker.  I 

have been the Security Risk Manager at the Internal Security Division since 

October 2011.   My duties in this regard are to set-up a pro-active commercial 

crime prevention model.   In my current position, I am not involved in security 

operational matters. 

3. However, I was previously employed in security operational matters – 

3.1. During the period 1998 to 2000 I was the Security Manager for 

Processing in the Base Metal Refinery and Smelter Divisions.    

3.2. At the end of 2000, I moved to the position of Head of Mining Security in 

Lonmin’s Mining Division.   This was also a security operational role.  

The Crime Prevention Units of the Mining Division reported to me, and 
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the Central Control Room which comprised of service provider 

surveillance also reported to me.    

3.3. During 2007, I took over the post of Security Technical Manager.  I was 

responsible for taking care of the surveillance equipment, intercoms, 

security fences and the like. 

3.4. In 2009, I moved back to the Mining Division in a security operational 

role and later that year I moved back to the Base Metal Refinery and 

Smelter Division, also in a security operational role.    

3.5. In October 2011, I was transferred to my present job. 

3.6. I have been advised that the Commission of Inquiry referred to above will 

deal with different themes.  I am further advised that the first theme 

relates to the events between 9 and 16 August 2012, and in particular 

the causes of deaths of persons, injury to persons and damage to 

property during this period.    In this statement, I make reference to 

events during that period of which I have personal knowledge. 

FRIDAY, 10 AUGUST 2012. 

4. I arrived at my offices at approximately 06h30.   My offices are based at the 

Lonmin Platinum Division (“LPD”).   I commenced with the performance of my 

normal duties for the day. 

5. At approximately 10h00, I was telephonically contacted by a member of 

Lonmin’s Internal Mining Security Division, Mr P W Botha.  He informed me of 

an illegal march which had commenced on mine premises.  In his view, the 
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march had the potential to cause disruption at LPD and was a potential security 

risk to LPD.    He also informed me that the police officers who were present 

believed the march to be peaceful and consequently did not stop the march, but 

followed the march.    

6. After receiving the call from Botha, I walked from my office to the front of the 

LPD office.   When I stepped out of the LPD building, I noticed that the crowd of 

approximately 3000 had moved past the 4 way stop close to LPD and were 

walking  towards LPD.   The march did not appear threatening to me.  The 

marchers were singing and some amongst them were in possession of sticks, 

which was of the type traditionally carried during marches.      

7. I was present when the crowd of marchers approached the LPD, close to the 

visitors parking area in front of the LPD building.  I was standing well behind the 

area where Graeme Sinclair ("Sinclair") was addressing the crowd.  I did not 

hear what he was saying. 

8.  Sinclair seemed to have been facilitating the discussion between the marchers 

and management and he, at some point, informed me that management had 

taken the stance that they would not speak to the marchers. 

9. After Sinclair had addressed the group of marchers, apparently conveying to 

them management’s response to what they (the marchers) had sought, they 

dispersed and (I was later informed) had proceeded back to the Wonderkop 

area.  I remained in my office, continuing with my duties, for the rest of the day 

until I left for home at 16h30.   
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SATURDAY, 11 AUGUST 2012 

10. I was not scheduled to work on Saturday, 11 August 2012.   At approximately 

18h00, I was telephonically contacted by Sinclair.  He asked me if I was willing 

to assist Mine Security because they needed extra hands, having regard to the 

situation which was developing at the mine.  He asked me to take charge of 

security personnel at an operations level.   I acceded to Sinclair’s request and 

stated that I would assist Callie Miles and Henry Blou in this regard. 

11. During our telephone conversation, Sinclair informed me that he had been told 

that there had been a clash between the striking employees and members of 

the NUM.  He also told me that a large group of striking employees had 

congregated at the "koppie" at Wonderkop.  He spoke to me in very general 

terms in this regard. 

12. After my telephone discussion with Sinclair, I travelled to the mine.   I first 

stopped at Middelkraal, where I met Sinclair.  Together, he and I travelled to 

Rowland Crossing.   Once there, we met Callie Miles, P.W. Botha and Henry 

Blou.   They gave us an overview of events that they understood had occurred 

that day.  They also told us that two people from amongst the group of 

marchers had been shot and wounded in the area close the bus stop in 

Wonderkop Hostel 

13. On our way to Rowland Crossing, I observed various scattered groups of 

individuals which had formed.  It appeared to me as if they were intent on 

joining the striking RDOs at the "koppie". 
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14. At approximately 20h30, it appeared to me that there were groups of people 

who were intent on intimidating workers who were ready to go onto the night 

shift.   They were collecting in groups of approximately 15 – 20 people.  They 

were dancing and toyi-toying.  I spoke to a SAPS Commander who told me that 

as the people were peaceful SAPS would do nothing further.   I told him that it 

appeared to me that the different groupings of people were gathering illegally, 

specifically (in my view) with the aim of intimidating Lonmin employees to 

prevent them from going to work.  I might add that I travelled to Rowland Shaft 

that evening in order to assist in efforts by Lonmin Security to ensure that 

employees who wished to work would be able to do so in the face of any 

potential intimidation. 

15. At some stage in the evening, and because of the intimidating presence of the 

small groupings of people, Lonmin Security had requested them to disperse. 

They refused and threw stones at Lonmin security. Lonmin Security then fired 

rubber bullets at them. 

16. My primary anxiety about the groupings of people who were forming was that 

they were close to the shaft, that they could potentially grow in numbers, and 

that their presence could be directed towards intimidating people from going 

down the shaft and the Concentrator Plant for the night shift. 

17. Approximately 30 minutes after this, I heard five rapid shots being fired in the 

area of the informal settlement of Nkaneng.   The shots rang out clearly in the 

still of the night.  I did not know who fired the shots or on whom they were fired.   

On 15 August 2012, I learnt that a decomposing body with five bullet wounds 
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had been found at Karee.  I assumed that this might be the person on whom the 

five bullets were fired on the evening of 11 August 2012. 

SUNDAY, 12 AUGUST 2012 

18. At approximately 10h00 on Sunday, 12 August 2012, Miles telephonically 

contacted me.  He informed me that a member of Lonmin Security Division, 

Dewald Louw, had been stabbed with a knife and that other members of 

Lonmin’s Security Division had been attacked in the Wonderkop Hostel area.   

He asked me whether I could urgently travel to that area in order to provide 

assistance.   

19. I knew that Louw had been with Martin Vorster (also a member of Lonmin 

Security at that time).   On my way to the mine, I telephonically contacted 

Vorster to get reports on exactly what the situation was.   He advised me that 

two of our colleagues in the Lonmin Security Division had been trapped at the 

Wonderkop hostel, and other security personnel of Lonmin had been attacked 

by a large group of marchers who were heading towards the NUM offices.  

Other members of Lonmin Security had to flee from the crowd. 

20. I enquired from Vorster where I could meet with him and when.  He told me that 

he would meet me at the Wonderkop general office, which is close to the 

Wonderkop Hostel.  When I arrived at the Wonderkop general office, I noticed 

that there was a security vehicle from Protea (called a mamba).   At the 

premises, I parked my car in the parking lot at the Wonderkop general office 

and I got into the Protea vehicle.    Vorster was in the vehicle together with an 

employee of Protea and the driver of the mamba.   Martin at that stage told me 
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that Louw had not been stabbed.  Martin had been bruised by a blow received 

from one of the marchers trying to stab him with a machete. 

21. By the time I had got into the Protea armed vehicle, I was already equipped with 

a helmet and a bullet proof vest.    At approximately 10h15, we travelled in the 

mamba towards the Wonderkop Hostel.   As we approached the bus stop area 

in the hostel, I could see smoke which, as it transpired, emanated from one of 

Lonmin’s security vehicles (a VW Polo) which had been set alight. 

22. At the time, I saw another Lonmin security vehicle, the Nissan Lavina.    The 

Lavina had not been set alight.   I also saw two Lonmin officers who had been 

attacked they were lying just outside the Lavina.   The Lavina doors were open 

and the vehicle was severely damaged.  I could see that Hassan Fundi and 

Frans Mabelane, both Lonmin security officers, were lying on the ground near 

the Lavina.   It was clear to me that they had been severely wounded. 

23. I wanted to get out of the mamba to determine if they were still alive.  As we 

approached the Lavina, I requested the driver to make a u-turn whereafter I 

planned to alight and go to the area where Fundi and Mabelane were lying.  

However, before I could get out of the mamba, I noticed a small group of armed 

people rushing towards the mamba from the opposite direction.  They were then 

followed by a much bigger group of armed people and the mamba was 

attacked.  We tried to keep the group away from the vehicle.  Vorster began 

shooting at them with rubber bullets.  I fired birdshot towards their legs.  This 

seemed to have no effect.  In turn, we were fired at with a hand gun.   The 

crowd kept advancing on us.   As we had no other security back-up, we were 

forced to retreat in the mamba to the western side of the hostel.   The large 
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group, heavily armed with spears, machetes and knobkerries, followed the 

mamba.   As we turned left towards Rowland Shaft, that group continued 

marching straight towards the koppie.   

24. When we got to Rowland Shaft, and after we had received more security 

reinforcements from within Lonmin Security Department, we went back to the 

Wonderkop Hostel area.  When we returned, the Lavina had been set alight.   

We found the body of Fundi who had been dragged from the Lavina, his body 

had been badly hacked, and his legs from the knee down were on fire.  

Mabelane’s body did by that stage burn extensively.  We summoned the fire 

brigade who, upon arrival, extinguished the fire. 

25. We continue with visible patrols in the area till the evening when we received a 

call from LONMIN Joint Operational Centre (JOC) that K4 Shaft personnel were 

under attack in the car park. We rushed through to K4 Shaft. On arrival I noticed 

that several vehicles were burning. I moved on foot into the parking lot to find 

possible injured persons. I was informed by Albert Kent that a person was 

seriously injured next to a burning vehicle. An ambulance was requested. We 

waited until the patient was removed to hospital. I was later informed that the 

person passed away. To my knowledge, four other employees were assaulted.  

26. Between 10 and 12 August 2012, in my view, the presence of SAPS at the mine 

was inadequate having regard to the developing situation.    
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MONDAY, 13 AUGUST 2012 

27. I commenced work at 06h00 on Monday, 13 August 2012.  I arrived at the 

LONMIN JOC where I was involved in coordinating different functions of Lonmin 

Security, receiving reports of incidents and managing Lonmin’s security 

resources on the ground.   By now, the SAPS presence at the mine had 

increased. 

28. The LONMIN JOC was fully operational.  It comprised amongst other things, a 

call centre established, and a log maintained of reported incidents.  In addition, 

full surveillance equipment was available.   All the different Lonmin departments 

reported into the LONMIN JOC if any incidents required reporting.  I spent time 

at the LONMIN JOC and was also involved in monitoring the surveillance 

equipment. 

29. At some point during the day, I noticed, through the surveillance equipment, a 

group of what I estimated to be 200 people breaking away from the "koppie" 

area where there were approximately 3000 people.   This group of people were 

heading in a westerly direction towards Karee.   Having regard to the events 

which occurred on the evening of Sunday, 12 August 2012 at K4 Shaft, I was 

concerned that this group may proceed to attack another shaft.  I sent out a 

group of approximately four security vehicles and tasked them with finding this 

breakaway group of approximately 200 strikers and monitoring the group.   The 

movement of the group was by this stage not being picked-up on our 

surveillance equipment. 
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30. At that stage, there were SAPS members present at the LONMIN JOC because 

it was the only operations centre established at the mine.   

31. There was a police helicopter present in the area, Colonel Vermaak was in 

charge of the police helicopter which, so I was informed, was present for 

monitoring movements on the mine.   The SAPS were not aware of the layout of 

the area of the mine, and consequently if there was a situation developing we 

would direct them to where it was occurring.   During that period, General 

Mpembe, was also present at the LONMIN JOC as well was a SAPS legal 

adviser, Susan Moolman. 

32. During the course of the day, Sinclair had indicated that the LONMIN JOC area 

would be too small to handle police presence there.  He accordingly arranged 

for an area adjoining the lapa for the SAPS to set up their own JOC.  By this 

time, the size of the police contingent at the mine was growing rapidly.   

33. In the meantime, PW Botha had reported to me that they could not find the 

breakaway group of approximately 200 people to whom I referred earlier.  

Colonel Vermaak told me that we should use the police helicopter in order to try 

to locate the group.   As most of the police officers had not been to the Lonmin 

area previously, they did now know their way around.   Consequently, I joined 

the pilot of the helicopter together with Colonel  

Vermaak and the pilot’s assistant in the helicopter in order to locate the group. 

34. The police helicopter flew over a number of areas but could not spot the 

breakaway group.   Eventually, PW Botha contacted me.  He said that the group 

was in a spruit heading in the direction of the railway line.  We flew in that 
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direction and spotted the breakaway group approaching the K3 Shaft.   Lonmin 

Security had positioned themselves at the bridge near the K3 Shaft.  They were 

in 4 soft skin vehicles, armed with shotguns and rubber bullets. I noticed that 

they was about 120 protestors in the group. 

35. The presence of Lonmin security personnel stopped the breakaway group.  We 

monitored this situation from the police helicopter.  The police helicopter then 

returned to base to refuel.  On our way, we updated the LONMIN JOC about the 

situation.  General Mpembe was at that time at the LONMIN JOC.  I understand 

that a significant police contingent then moved out in order to intercept the 

breakaway group.   I was advised that Henry Blou had accompanied the police.   

36. At the LONMIN JOC, we monitored the breakaway group as they returned to 

the eastern side of the railway line.  We also monitored the police intercepting 

the group.  In relation to the movement of the police on the day, I had no 

involvement in or discussion with SAPS on how SAPS would deal with the 

situation.  I was involved only in advising the SAPS of risks to Lonmin and the 

positioning of the breakaway group as and when I was able to do so. 

37. Thereafter, the police helicopter went back up into the air.  I was not present, 

nor was anybody else from Lonmin present.   On the surveillance equipment, I 

could see the group movement and I could see the police escorting the group.  I 

could then see the chaos that ensued, without being able to detect precisely 

what was happening. 
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38. I then heard police communicating that two police officers had been killed.  

Ambulances were requested and these were despatched from the LONMIN 

JOC. 

39. Thereafter, the police presence at Lonmin rapidly increased.  By the evening of 

13 August 2012, the SAPS JOC had been established at the lapa area.  Whilst 

the SAPS JOC was being established, General Mbombo had arrived at the 

LONMIN JOC. I saw General Mpembe talking to her.   It would appear she was 

being given an update on the developing situation.  I was still monitoring the 

situation on the surveillance equipment.   I recall that Frank Russo-Bello, Mark 

Munroe, Jomo Kwadi, Abey Kgotle and Sinclair also appeared to have given 

General Mbombo an update of developments at the mine.    

40. By late afternoon of the 13th and the evening of the 13th August, the SAPS JOC 

was being set-up to be fully operational.  In the process, surveillance equipment 

which had been based at the LONMIN JOC was moved across to the SAPS 

JOC. 

TUESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2012 

41. On the 14 August 2012, an increasing number of senior police officers had 

arrived at the mine.  This included a large number of senior police officers.       A 

request was made by Brigadier Pretorius, who was, as I understood it, in charge 

of the SAPS JOC that I should move to the SAPS JOC on a fulltime basis as 

the liaison person between the SAPS and Lonmin.    
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42. I told her that I could not work in the SAPS JOC without the CCTV surveillance 

equipment which was in the LONMIN JOC.   She requested me to make 

arrangements to move the equipment across to the SAPS JOC and did so.    

43. This was done at approximately 15h00 on Tuesday, 14 August 2012.   In 

addition, I made arrangements to provide SAPS with surface drawings of the 

Lonmin surface area.   

44. On the 14th August, and whilst the CCTV surveillance equipment was still being 

moved from the LONMIN JOC to the SAPS JOC, I remained at the LONMIN 

JOC.   I occasionally went across to the SAPS JOC in order to ascertain the 

progress on the movement of the CCTV surveillance equipment into the SAPS 

JOC.   On each occasion that I went across to the SAPS JOC, I noticed an ever 

increasing number of police officers arriving.   It was whilst I had, on one 

occasion, popped into the SAPS JOC for purposes of establishing the progress 

on the transfer of the CCTV surveillance equipment, that I had met General 

Annandale, in overall charge of the SAPS JOC and Brigadier Calitz, Operational 

Commander for the deployment units.  I had also met members of the SAPS 

task force, including their Strategic Planner, Colonel Duncan Scott.    

45. Even after the surveillance equipment had been moved across to the SAPS 

JOC, the Lonmin JOC continued to function.  The SAPS JOC was also 

equipped with the SAPS radio system. 

46. Once I had moved into the SAPS JOC permanently, on 14 August 2012, there 

was always a representative from management (on a rotating basis), with me.  

The two of us together would confer on making decisions regarding whether 
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any area of any business unit would have to be evacuated at any particular time 

for security reasons.   We were not, at any stage, required to issue any such 

evacuation order. 

47. By the 14th, and in discussions I had picked up amongst members of SAPS 

(who would hold some discussions within my earshot), I was able to 

ascertain that consideration was already being given (particularly in 

discussions between General Annandale and Colonel Scott) on how SAPS 

could best attend to disarming the crowd on the koppie.   I overheard some 

discussions in this regard.  I was though never party to the discussions.    

WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST 2012 

48. With the surveillance equipment now in place at the SAPS JOC, I had relocated 

permanently into the SAPS JOC.  Once there, I attended to the following – 

48.1. I continued to monitor the CCTV surveillance cameras.   

48.2. I was responsible for liaison with the SAPS, with management, with 

Lonmin Security and members of the Lonmin Exco.    I was required to 

furnish information regarding any issue which posed a security risk to 

Lonmin property or employees. 

48.3. My engagement with the SAPS related to updating the SAPS on any 

gatherings on the Lonmin premises, on marchers and any other aspects 

of security, which they required.   I would also from time to time alert 

Brigadier Pretorius to any visuals which were of importance as they 

appeared on the CCTV surveillance cameras.   My role, in relation to the 
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SAPS, was to keep the SAPS informed of any developing situation.   

How SAPS reacted to that situation, and the decisions taken by SAPS in 

this regard was a SAPS matter. 

48.4. There were times when I was asked for information about particular 

situations on the ground.  In this regard, I would provide factual 

information to SAPS (Layout of Hostels, number of residents, critical 

installations, access roads and etcetera).   How to deal with that 

situation was a decision within the purview of SAPS.    

THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST 2012 

49. On 16 August 2012, I had arrived at the SAPS JOC fairly early in the morning.   

From discussions I overheard, I gathered that the SAPS had formulated a plan 

to proceed with disarming the group at the "koppie".  As I understood it, the 

SAPS had taken the view that discussions with the unions directed towards 

disarming the crowd at the "koppie" were not achieving any results (which 

happened on Wednesday 15 AUGUST 2012), and that the SAPS needed to 

proceed with an alternative plan. 

50. Before the SAPS held their formal briefing in the SAPS JOC, I, together with 2 

surveillance operators from ML Asset Management were asked to leave the 

SAPS JOC by General Annandale. This briefing session by the SAPS team, 

conducted behind closed doors and not in my presence, lasted approximately 

45 minutes. 

51. On our return to the SAPS JOC, General Annandale and Colonel Scott were 

busy briefing the unit commanders on the phases of deployment and 
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engagement instructions.   I could see from what was presented on the proxy, 

that their main aim were to deploy the barbed wire, use minimum force to 

dispersed the group into smaller groups and then use the vehicles to go around 

the barbed wire to disarm the smaller groups whom they anticipated would have 

dispersed to the westerly and northerly direction in the veld. Once disarmed, 

they will affect the arrests. 

52. I was informed that the AMCU President, Mr Mathunwja has asked for a 

security escort to address the crowd at the "koppie".   At approximately 15h00, 

Mr Mathunwja arrived at the SAPS JOC.   Mr Mathunwja waited for about ten 

minutes and eventually he drove to the "koppie" himself. 

53. From the surveillance equipment I was monitoring, I could view the deployment 

of SAPS units in the area around the koppie.  I could also hear the police radio 

communication. 

54. As I recall, Brigadier Calitz commanded the SAPS at the "koppie".  I heard him 

from time-to-time on the SAPS radio communication system giving instructions.    

I also heard him give the instruction for the roll-out of the barbed wire.  I could 

see these events unfolding through my monitoring of the CCTV surveillance 

cameras. 

55. I distinctly recall observing that as the barbed wire was being rolled-out, the 

large group from the crowd began running parallel in the same direction that the 

barbed-wire was being rolled out. 
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56. At some point I heard an instruction from Brigadier Calitz for the use of teargas 

and water cannons against the crowd.  This was followed by an instruction from 

Brigadier Calitz for the use of rubber bullets.   I had also, whilst at the SAPS 

JOC, heard senior SAPS officials briefing units at the SAPS JOC to use all 

means other than live ammunition, save in the event of the lives of police 

officers being at risk, in which event they would have to protect themselves. 

57. From my observation, this group was heading from the koppie in the direction of 

the kraal where a group of police officers, including members of the task team 

had moved to.  I just heard the words on the SAPS radio communication system 

“engage engage engage”.   By this stage, I did not have good visuals on the 

CCTV surveillance equipment for three reasons.  Firstly, it was at around 

16h00, and the rays of the sun in part affected the camera vision.   Secondly, 

the spray from the water cannons also impacted on the clarity of the vision of 

the area. Thirdly, the camera used for monitoring this situation is situated 1.6 

kilometres away from the scene, on top of the Rowland Shaft Headgear. 

58. Brigadier Calitz requested that the units must move around as they have 

planned to disperse the group. Again the water cannons were called to be used. 

I could not see at this stage where they were used to disperse groups. After the 

situation unfolded, I heard instructions being given for the movement of police 

vehicles, including kwelas to transport those persons arrested. 

59. Other than for hearing the word “engage”, which was repeated a few times 

immediately before the shooting started, I did not hear any specific instruction 

for the use of live ammunition.  I subsequently heard on the SAPS radio system 
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that more people had been shot at “die klein koppie” area.   I also heard of 

ambulances moving into both the "big koppie" and the "klein koppie" areas.    

60. It was only later that a report was made that some strikers had being killed at 

the kraal and "klein koppie". The numbers of those killed and persons injured 

were made known much later when the ambulance personnel and SAPS 

members searched through the areas. 

 

DATED at                        on this the       day of NOVEMBER 2012. 

 

       _______________________ 
              DIRK CORNELIUS BOTES 
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	13. On our way to Rowland Crossing, I observed various scattered groups of individuals which had formed.  It appeared to me as if they were intent on joining the striking RDOs at the "koppie".
	14. At approximately 20h30, it appeared to me that there were groups of people who were intent on intimidating workers who were ready to go onto the night shift.   They were collecting in groups of approximately 15 – 20 people.  They were dancing and toyi-�
	15. At some stage in the evening, and because of the intimidating presence of the small groupings of people, Lonmin Security had requested them to disperse. They refused and threw stones at Lonmin security. Lonmin Security then fired rubber bullets at them�
	16. My primary anxiety about the groupings of people who were forming was that they were close to the shaft, that they could potentially grow in numbers, and that their presence could be directed towards intimidating people from going down the shaft and th�
	17. Approximately 30 minutes after this, I heard five rapid shots being fired in the area of the informal settlement of Nkaneng.   The shots rang out clearly in the still of the night.  I did not know who fired the shots or on whom they were fired.   On 15�
	SUNDAY, 12 AUGUST 2012
	18. At approximately 10h00 on Sunday, 12 August 2012, Miles telephonically contacted me.  He informed me that a member of Lonmin Security Division, Dewald Louw, had been stabbed with a knife and that other members of Lonmin’s Security Division had been att�
	19. I knew that Louw had been with Martin Vorster (also a member of Lonmin Security at that time).   On my way to the mine, I telephonically contacted Vorster to get reports on exactly what the situation was.   He advised me that two of our colleagues in t�
	20. I enquired from Vorster where I could meet with him and when.  He told me that he would meet me at the Wonderkop general office, which is close to the Wonderkop Hostel.  When I arrived at the Wonderkop general office, I noticed that there was a securit�
	21. By the time I had got into the Protea armed vehicle, I was already equipped with a helmet and a bullet proof vest.    At approximately 10h15, we travelled in the mamba towards the Wonderkop Hostel.   As we approached the bus stop area in the hostel, I �
	22. At the time, I saw another Lonmin security vehicle, the Nissan Lavina.    The Lavina had not been set alight.   I also saw two Lonmin officers who had been attacked they were lying just outside the Lavina.   The Lavina doors were open and the vehicle w�
	23. I wanted to get out of the mamba to determine if they were still alive.  As we approached the Lavina, I requested the driver to make a u-turn whereafter I planned to alight and go to the area where Fundi and Mabelane were lying.  However, before I coul�
	24. When we got to Rowland Shaft, and after we had received more security reinforcements from within Lonmin Security Department, we went back to the Wonderkop Hostel area.  When we returned, the Lavina had been set alight.   We found the body of Fundi who �
	25. We continue with visible patrols in the area till the evening when we received a call from LONMIN Joint Operational Centre (JOC) that K4 Shaft personnel were under attack in the car park. We rushed through to K4 Shaft. On arrival I noticed that several�
	26. Between 10 and 12 August 2012, in my view, the presence of SAPS at the mine was inadequate having regard to the developing situation.
	MONDAY, 13 AUGUST 2012
	27. I commenced work at 06h00 on Monday, 13 August 2012.  I arrived at the LONMIN JOC where I was involved in coordinating different functions of Lonmin Security, receiving reports of incidents and managing Lonmin’s security resources on the ground.   By n�
	28. The LONMIN JOC was fully operational.  It comprised amongst other things, a call centre established, and a log maintained of reported incidents.  In addition, full surveillance equipment was available.   All the different Lonmin departments reported in�
	29. At some point during the day, I noticed, through the surveillance equipment, a group of what I estimated to be 200 people breaking away from the "koppie" area where there were approximately 3000 people.   This group of people were heading in a westerly�
	30. At that stage, there were SAPS members present at the LONMIN JOC because it was the only operations centre established at the mine.
	31. There was a police helicopter present in the area, Colonel Vermaak was in charge of the police helicopter which, so I was informed, was present for monitoring movements on the mine.   The SAPS were not aware of the layout of the area of the mine, and c	
	32. During the course of the day, Sinclair had indicated that the LONMIN JOC area would be too small to handle police presence there.  He accordingly arranged for an area adjoining the lapa for the SAPS to set up their own JOC.  By this time, the size of t	
	33. In the meantime, PW Botha had reported to me that they could not find the breakaway group of approximately 200 people to whom I referred earlier.  Colonel Vermaak told me that we should use the police helicopter in order to try to locate the group.   A	
	34. The police helicopter flew over a number of areas but could not spot the breakaway group.   Eventually, PW Botha contacted me.  He said that the group was in a spruit heading in the direction of the railway line.  We flew in that direction and spotted 	
	35. The presence of Lonmin security personnel stopped the breakaway group.  We monitored this situation from the police helicopter.  The police helicopter then returned to base to refuel.  On our way, we updated the LONMIN JOC about the situation.  General

	36. At the LONMIN JOC, we monitored the breakaway group as they returned to the eastern side of the railway line.  We also monitored the police intercepting the group.  In relation to the movement of the police on the day, I had no involvement in or discus

	37. Thereafter, the police helicopter went back up into the air.  I was not present, nor was anybody else from Lonmin present.   On the surveillance equipment, I could see the group movement and I could see the police escorting the group.  I could then see

	38. I then heard police communicating that two police officers had been killed.  Ambulances were requested and these were despatched from the LONMIN JOC.
	39. Thereafter, the police presence at Lonmin rapidly increased.  By the evening of 13 August 2012, the SAPS JOC had been established at the lapa area.  Whilst the SAPS JOC was being established, General Mbombo had arrived at the LONMIN JOC. I saw General �
	40. By late afternoon of the 13th and the evening of the 13th August, the SAPS JOC was being set-up to be fully operational.  In the process, surveillance equipment which had been based at the LONMIN JOC was moved across to the SAPS JOC.
	TUESDAY, 14 AUGUST 2012
	41. On the 14 August 2012, an increasing number of senior police officers had arrived at the mine.  This included a large number of senior police officers.       A request was made by Brigadier Pretorius, who was, as I understood it, in charge of the SAPS �
	42. I told her that I could not work in the SAPS JOC without the CCTV surveillance equipment which was in the LONMIN JOC.   She requested me to make arrangements to move the equipment across to the SAPS JOC and did so.
	43. This was done at approximately 15h00 on Tuesday, 14 August 2012.   In addition, I made arrangements to provide SAPS with surface drawings of the Lonmin surface area.
	44. On the 14th August, and whilst the CCTV surveillance equipment was still being moved from the LONMIN JOC to the SAPS JOC, I remained at the LONMIN JOC.   I occasionally went across to the SAPS JOC in order to ascertain the progress on the movement of t�
	45. Even after the surveillance equipment had been moved across to the SAPS JOC, the Lonmin JOC continued to function.  The SAPS JOC was also equipped with the SAPS radio system.
	46. Once I had moved into the SAPS JOC permanently, on 14 August 2012, there was always a representative from management (on a rotating basis), with me.  The two of us together would confer on making decisions regarding whether any area of any business uni�
	47. By the 14th, and in discussions I had picked up amongst members of SAPS (who would hold some discussions within my earshot), I was able to ascertain that consideration was already being given (particularly in discussions between General Annandale and C
	WEDNESDAY, 15 AUGUST 2012
	48. With the surveillance equipment now in place at the SAPS JOC, I had relocated permanently into the SAPS JOC.  Once there, I attended to the following –
	48.1. I continued to monitor the CCTV surveillance cameras.
	48.2. I was responsible for liaison with the SAPS, with management, with Lonmin Security and members of the Lonmin Exco.    I was required to furnish information regarding any issue which posed a security risk to Lonmin property or employees.
	48.3. My engagement with the SAPS related to updating the SAPS on any gatherings on the Lonmin premises, on marchers and any other aspects of security, which they required.   I would also from time to time alert Brigadier Pretorius to any visuals which wer
	48.4. There were times when I was asked for information about particular situations on the ground.  In this regard, I would provide factual information to SAPS (Layout of Hostels, number of residents, critical installations, access roads and etcetera).   H�
	THURSDAY, 16 AUGUST 2012

	49. On 16 August 2012, I had arrived at the SAPS JOC fairly early in the morning.   From discussions I overheard, I gathered that the SAPS had formulated a plan to proceed with disarming the group at the "koppie".  As I understood it, the SAPS had taken th�
	50. Before the SAPS held their formal briefing in the SAPS JOC, I, together with 2 surveillance operators from ML Asset Management were asked to leave the SAPS JOC by General Annandale. This briefing session by the SAPS team, conducted behind closed doors �
	51. On our return to the SAPS JOC, General Annandale and Colonel Scott were busy briefing the unit commanders on the phases of deployment and engagement instructions.   I could see from what was presented on the proxy, that their main aim were to deploy th�
	52. I was informed that the AMCU President, Mr Mathunwja has asked for a security escort to address the crowd at the "koppie".   At approximately 15h00, Mr Mathunwja arrived at the SAPS JOC.   Mr Mathunwja waited for about ten minutes and eventually he dro�
	53. From the surveillance equipment I was monitoring, I could view the deployment of SAPS units in the area around the koppie.  I could also hear the police radio communication.
	54. As I recall, Brigadier Calitz commanded the SAPS at the "koppie".  I heard him from time-to-time on the SAPS radio communication system giving instructions.    I also heard him give the instruction for the roll-out of the barbed wire.  I could see thes�
	55. I distinctly recall observing that as the barbed wire was being rolled-out, the large group from the crowd began running parallel in the same direction that the barbed-wire was being rolled out.
	56. At some point I heard an instruction from Brigadier Calitz for the use of teargas and water cannons against the crowd.  This was followed by an instruction from Brigadier Calitz for the use of rubber bullets.   I had also, whilst at the SAPS JOC, heard�
	57. From my observation, this group was heading from the koppie in the direction of the kraal where a group of police officers, including members of the task team had moved to.  I just heard the words on the SAPS radio communication system “engage engage e�
	58. Brigadier Calitz requested that the units must move around as they have planned to disperse the group. Again the water cannons were called to be used. I could not see at this stage where they were used to disperse groups. After the situation unfolded, �
	59. Other than for hearing the word “engage”, which was repeated a few times immediately before the shooting started, I did not hear any specific instruction for the use of live ammunition.  I subsequently heard on the SAPS radio system that more people ha�
	60. It was only later that a report was made that some strikers had being killed at the kraal and "klein koppie". The numbers of those killed and persons injured were made known much later when the ambulance personnel and SAPS members searched through the �
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